6 Tue Workshops

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Human migration
potential areas for combinations of big data

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Information disorder
disinformation and coordinates inauthentic behavior

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Refresh 2020
2nd workshop on reframing research

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Challenging misinformation
exploring limits and approaches

6 Tue Tutorial

9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Discovering gender bias and discrimination in language

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Learning to quantify
Supervised prevalence estimation for computational social science

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Social information for emergency response
Actionable information from unconventional data sources

https://twitter.com/socinfo20
https://kdd.isti.cnr.it/socinfo2020/
#socinfo20

2020 October

7 Wed

8:30 AM
joining the Zoom meeting

9:00 AM
welcome

9:15 AM
keynote speaker
Bruno Lepri
UNDERSTANDING AND REWIRING ORGANIZATIONS, CITIES, AND SOCIETIES: A COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE
chair: Fosca Giannotti

10:15 AM
coffee break

10:30 AM
session 1
chair: Luca Pappalardo

12:00 PM
lightning talks
chair: Vasiliki Voukelatou

1:20 PM
lunch break

2:30 PM
keynote speaker
Leticia Bode
WRONG AGAIN: CORRECTION OF HEALTH MISINFORMATION IN SOCIAL MEDIA
chair: Kalina Boncheva

3:30 PM
coffee break

4:00 PM - 5:20 PM
session 2
chair: Kalina Boncheva

https://twitter.com/socinfo20
https://kdd.isti.cnr.it/socinfo2020/
8:30 AM  
joining the Zoom meeting

9:00 AM  
welcome

9:15 AM  
session 3  
chair: Samin Aref

10:15 AM  
coffee break

10:30 AM  
session 4  
chair: Giulio Rossetti

12:00 PM  
poster session + best poster, lightning vote  
chair: Vasiliki Voukelatou

1:20 PM  
lunch break

2:30 PM  
keynote speaker  
Virginia Dignum  
RESPONSIBLE AI: FROM PRINCIPLES TO ACTION  
chair: Dino Pedreschi

3:30 PM  
coffee break

4:00 PM - 5:20 PM  
session 5  
chair: Remy Cazabet

https://twitter.com/socinfo20  
https://kdd.isti.cnr.it/socinfo2020/
2020 October
9 Wed

8:30 AM
joining the Zoom meeting

9:00 AM
best paper, best poster+lightning, and best reviewer announcement

9:15 AM
session 6
chair: Francesco Grisolia

10:15 AM
coffee break

10:30 AM
session 7
chair: Marco Braghieri

12:00 PM
session 8
chair: Marco De Nadai

1:20 PM
lunch break

2:30 PM
keynote speaker
Alessandro Vespignani
COMPUTATIONAL EPIDEMIOLOGY
AT THE TIME OF COVID-19
chair: Frank Dignum

3:30 PM
coffee break

4:00 PM
session 9
chair: Frank Dignum

5:00 PM
closing remarks

https://twitter.com/socinfo20
https://kdd.isti.cnr.it/socinfo2020/